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The

Paradox

of

Russian

Non-Liberty

Ivashkin
Alexander

The last years of Perestroikaand Glasnost brought many changes to
the cultural life of the Soviet Union. The changes began in an atmosphere of cautious optimism and included new freedomsto travel, to
demonstratepublicly, and to write without the threat of censorship.
So far, the changes of the past seven years have yet to produce any
significantculturalresults, only a reevaluationand a new understanding of old ideas in life, politics, and art. Foremostamong these is the
idea of traditionalRussian non-liberty, which remains as prominent
today as it was before the August coup of 1991 and the Second Russian Revolution.
Perhapsthe most successfuland productiveyear of Perestroika
was 1989. Many new publications and newly published archival materials appeared,and there was also a great increase in the sale of Russian paintings. Soviet composersmade many trips abroad, and
musiciansfrom all over the world were invited to performin the
Soviet Union. But then disappointmentcame, and at the moment
many things simply do not work anymore. Many musiciansand painters have since left the Soviet Union for differentWestern countries,
and their formerworkshopsin basements are now empty. The same is
true of performersand composers.You will not meet Alfred Schnittke
and Sofia Gubaidulinain Moscow, Valentin Silvestrov in Kiev, or Gia
Kancheli in Tbilisi anymore. To reach them, you have to go to Germany or even to the Canary Islands. In fact, one can say that Russian
culture exists more now in the West than in Russia itself.
Of course, the cultural context changed completely after the
Second Russian Revolution of August 1991: there is no longer any
pressure,control, or censorship. Russiahas become a new country,
but in spite of its new freedom, something is definitely missing. The
strong inner tension inherent in most Russian music is disappearing.
Art and literature, like today'smusic, are tending to be less and less
social, becoming more and more cold or academic.
These changes are all rather unusualfor Russia, where culture
has alwaysbeen presented as a kind of substitutefor real life. Of
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coursethis tendencytowardan "academical"
profiledoesnot signal
any lackof "social"activities:you can still readlong politicalessays
by LeonidBatkin,famoushistorianof the MiddleAges in Western
Europe;SergeiAverintsev,the leadingRussianphilosopherand a
specialiston ancientGreekliterature;and GrigoriPomeranz,philosopherand Zen specialist.Afterthe AugustRevolution,historyis now
literallydominatedby journalism,but artisticand socialthinking,
whichhave been for sucha long time consideredtogether,arebecoming moreand moredistant,separatefromeach other. While they are
moreactive in everydaylife, artists,composers,writers,philosophers
arebecomingmoredeeplyisolatedin theirown professional
activities.
"Literature
and philologyarebeingsqueezeddown, and are losinga
centralpositionin oursociety-towarda lessprestigious,but, in my
place,"wroteMariettaChudakova,Russian
opinion,moreappropriate
of MikhailBulgakov,in the Moscownewsphilologistand biographer
Gazeta.1 MoscowcomposersVladimirTarnopolsky,
paperLiteraturnaia
AlexanderRaskatov,andFaradgKaraevexpressedthe samefeelingin
ourconversationsin Moscow;in theirnew compositions,one feels
themsearchingfor a ratherabstract,puremusicallanguagethat is no
ideas."MaybeI've lost programlongerconnectedwith extramusical
ideas,but I'vegot a new quality,andnew undermatic,extramusical
standingof a puresoundinstead,"saidVladimirTaropolsky, talking
with me abouthis latestsymphonicwork,Cassandra,
recentlypremieredin Germany.Musicdoesnot need to hide anything"dissident."It has no hiddensymbolicmeaning;it is justmusic.I feel this
tendencyin the latestpiecesby AlexanderRaskatov(Dolcefar niente
for cello andpiano, 1991), VictorEkimovsky(Trippelkammervariazionen, 1991), and even in SofiaGubaidulina(Alleluiah).In some
respects,the shiftrepresentsan attemptto makea step towardWestern attitudes.
This culturalprocesshas an interestingparallelin the privatization of the new Russianeconomy:fromthe commonbut hiddensymbols to the individual,but open, ideas.In otherwords,Russian
cultureis tryingto be moreobjective.
I am not so optimisticaboutthis tendency:it will not last long.
All these surfacechangesdo not necessarilyrepresenta basicand
fundamentalchangein Russianculture.ErnstNeizvestnyi,one of the
leadersof new Soviet art, wrote,"It is not necessaryfor creativeart
andreallife to be parallel.When I wasmosthappy,my paintingwas
mostdramatic.When I fell in love, my sculpturesbecameascetic."2
Russianartseldomgoes in the samedirectionas reallife. Primarily,
that has been becauseof the veryindividual,personal,and sometimes
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Alexander Raskatov, Avet Terterian

even selfish character of Russian music, poetry, prose, and painting:
each work of art always carries both a new message, a new concept,
and a very personal one. That is why we do not properly understand
modern French or British music; it seems to Russians too dietetic, too
vegetarian. Their conception of art is different-to them art is a
game, an entertainment, a competition of rational forces. Russian
music is much more irrational, controversial, further removed from
this "game conception." A work of Russian art is a confession. There
is nothing commonplace in it, nothing decorative, well balanced, or
moderate. Everything is extreme, sometimes shocking, strange. We
treat music as something more than just music; it is a means to
express something spiritual. This does not mean that our musical language is not significant. The Russian school has always been very
advanced in the technical sense, but in Russia we have never had an
art for the sake of art. Even the Russian avant-garde at the beginning
of the twentieth century only used their extreme means to express a
new metaphysical image, for the Russian style is, first of all, a metaphysical one. It tries to ensure that all the events, all the written
notes, all the words or colors do not conceal the content of the work.
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The real content, the real tensions are betweenthe words, the colors,
or the sounds.
In The Stone, Ossip Mandelstam'sfirstbook of poems, he writes,
"Thereis the carefuland remotesoundof the fallingfruit
Amidstthe endlessmelodyof the deepwoodsilence."
Here, the poet tried to catch the very beginning of the meaning, the
image, of poetry-in the sounds of stones, falling fruit, the shimmering of the forest silence. And this crucial problemworriedmany Russian artists. Where are the beginnings of the word, of meaning?How
could it happen that the sounds of inanimate objects become a metaphor, carryingsomething spiritual?
Russian art tries to discover the origins of art that are embedded
in our genetic memory. Valentin Silvestrov, the most sharp-eared
composer in the Soviet Union, told me, "I don't create music, I am
just writing down what I drawfrom the genetic well." Alfred Schnittke said exactly the same thing: "I am just fixing what I hear. . .. It is
not me who writes my music, I am just a tool, a bearer."
Russianmusic is always in touch with its roots-roots of significance, and meaning. And in that sense Russian art is destructive, for
it is concerned more with accidence and morphologythan with syntax. This is also true in social life; Russiansare more prone to selfexamination and introspectionthan to formal social contacts.
That is why all the changes of the last year have not affected
Russian music too much. It is, paradoxically,that music was more
profoundand interesting in an atmosphereof harsh political pressure
and social discomfortthan today, when Russianshave the freedom to
travel, to bargain, and to sell. In other words, less freedom, more
creativity;more freedom, less creativity. Russian art does not flourish
under conditions of total freedom;it is (and was) usuallymore productive in an atmosphereof social and political contradictions. The long
periodsof social suppressionin Russianhistory producedmusic of
symbolic character, symbolic with "hidden"levels of meanings, which
requireinvestigation and interpretation.Many things in Russian life
and art are like an iceberg, and one needs to be experienced to catch
the importanthints, situated below the surface.The languageof Russian art and music is, in many respects, Aesopian language.
The point is that in Russia, culture was alwaysa subject and
never an object. In a recent interview in Moscow, composerVladimir
Martynovexpresseda very similarfeeling: "Everynation has its own
mission: Greece developed an idea of beauty, of perfection;Rome
created the concept of law. Israel and Russia are dealing with the
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of God;the conceptof beautydoesn'texist as such:it
understanding
means just divine incarnation."3Of course, to be a subject is not an

exceptionalfeatureonly of Russianculture.In an articleon Haydn's
"Nonsenseof an Ending,"basedon the ideasof the Russianphilolowrote,"Organicunity, balance
gist MikhailBakhtin,GeorgeEdwards
and closurearenot the objectsof Haydn'sart, but someof its subjects."4But only in Russiahave the subjectsbeen the mainsubstance
of the art.
surface
That is why the clashbetweenthe avant-garde
objective
contentsometimesproducesverystrange
and the symbolicsubjective
results.I rememberthe projectfor the firstperformance
of Avet Terterian'sSixth Symphony,writtenfor the ZagrebMusicBiennial.Terterianis in manyrespectsveryArmenian,althoughone cannotcall
his music"folkloristic."
Almostall of his eight symphoniesare, in
meditations
basedon only a few elements,oftenjust
sonic
fact, long
one sustainingnote. Terterianbelievesthat Armeniawasthe cradleof
humancivilizationand that the Armenianlanguagewasthe basicone
for all Indo-European
languages,so he put someof the old Armenian
the
lines of the scorein the Symphony,along
letters
into
alphabet
with prerecorded
servicesin Armenianchurchesand soundsof
a
nature-water, stones.Then, Terterianurgedthe instrumentalists,
relativelysmallchambergroup,to sing the old Armenianletters.
AfterI receivedthe scorefor the firstperformance,
I had a meetwho
with
the
also
invited
the
Vladimir
Yankiing
painter
composer,
Both
Shiffers.
men areleading
levskyand the philosopherEugen
personsin Russianart today;Shiffersis also a theaterproducer.They
form
quicklygraspedthe ideaof this strangemixtureof avant-garde
and quite traditionalcontent. They suggestedthat the Sixth Symphonyshouldbe performedas a shorttheatricalpresentationunder
the title "TheFuneralof EuropeanCulture."A largenakedmannequinhiddenby a blanketwouldbe on the stage,sittingin a wheelchair.At the climaxof the piece, the conductorwouldremovethe
blanketfromthe mannequinandpushthe chairalonga slopingramp
into the audience.
One can call "iceberg"the Russianartof anyperiod,starting
with Gogol and Dostoevsky,on up to MandelstamandAkhmatova.
This "iceberg"tendencyis mostclearlyrevealedin the musicof
DmitryShostakovich,who lived for manyyearsunderthe terrible
pressureof the harshStalinistregime,and is especiallyevidentin his
last works,such as the FifteenthSymphonyand his FifteenthString
Quartet.Fifteenyearsago, AlexanderKnaifel,a well-knowncomposer
fromSt. Petersburg,
wrotean articleaboutthe "Aesopianlanguage"
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and symbols in Shostakovich'smusic. He comparedShostakovich to
Dante. Today, Knaifel'smusic is perhapsthe most enigmatic among
other "icebergs"in Russianmusic. He isolates himself from any social
activities and lives in a quiet Composers'House near St. Petersburg.
Knaifel is not interested in the outer changes of Russian life; he has
his own time and space dimensions. Usually his compositions are very
long. One of the latest works, Agnus Dei, lasts two hours and thirty
minutes and consists almost entirely of single sounds of different
length, color, and dynamicsproducedby four instrumentalistsplaying
different instruments, including an electronic generator.After one of
the first performancesof this work, Valentin Silvestrov told me, "This
is a dead end. There is nowhere to go after this work. It is very deep
and is pure concept, but there is no exit from it." Nevertheless,
Knaifel went even furtherin a more recent work, Hommagea Akhmatova,performedat the Almeida Festival in 1989. Written for a
cellist and singer, it uses some verses of Akhmatova, but they are
not audible. The lines of Akhmatova'spoems are just written, like
subtitles in a movie, under the instrumentallines. What is interesting
in Knaifel'sscores is his notation. Reading the score, you often cannot
imagine how it would sound. You have to be drawn into the work to
find the key to it. The composertold me that this differencebetween
"written"and "sounding"is actually built into his works. Knaifel
considersmusic not as a text which everybodycan read, but as something differentwhich we need to discover by researchor interpretation.
Another majorfeatureof Russian art is that it drawsyou in as a
participant.A work of Russianart is an event, an action, which
involves you, which does not leave you outside. Why? Perhaps
because Russian art was alwaysvery oral, in the broadsense of this
word. Dostoevsky wrote in the Writer'sDiary in 1877, "There are very
popularstories about saints' lives-Chetji-Miney- all over Russia.
That's because many people, many generationsknow these stories by
heart, not from books, just from other people. There is something
penitential in these stories for the Russiansoul. Many people, even
before they learn reading, know these stories."5The written text of a
work of art is not as importantfor Russian art as it is for Western
culture. For Russianpeople, what is much more importantis what lies
behind the text. The text of a piece of music, as in Knaifel'sworks,
becomes an activator of our associations, of our activities. Ferdinand
de Saussurewas the first to establish the differencebetween speech,
"parole,"and language, "langue."In the case of Russianculture,
speech prevails. You have to endure all the events in Russianmusic,
not just "read"them from a remote, impersonaldistance.
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Alexander Knaifel, Vladimir Martynov

That is probably why the most popular literature in the 1970s
was not fiction, but scientific research essays about fiction or art. An
urge to interpret, to "endure" is inherent in Russian culture. You will
never find just a ready-made product in art or in music. This is true
also of Russian icons; your position in relation to an icon when you
view it is very mobile, multi-angled. To understand its symbolic
meaning, you have to enter the space of the icon and move in different directions.
Of course, this feature of Russian culture is connected quite
closely with the Russian lifestyle. The social surface of Russian life
was almost always false and empty, arranged and constructed only
for political reasons, so the real intellectual currents emerged in art.
Gradually, Russian art became a substitute for reality, while real,
everyday life was transformed into nightmare and illusion. Many
Russian people lived only in art, music, or poetry instead of in real
life because they had no other life. Of course, it is not the same
now; since August 1991 the most popular kind of literature is the
newspaper.
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A good example of the "orality"in Russianmusic is Vladimir
Martynov, who teaches music at the Orthodox Church College in
Zagorskand writes music for the church services. Of course, in this
case he writes only vocal parts without any score, but he does the
same even if writing a piece for normal concert performance,as in a
new piece, The Triumphof Aerobicsfor percussionensemble, or in the
piece Leaffrom an Albumfor chambergroup. By composing this way,
Martynovwishes to underline that music is not a productof the composer'swork. Music exists only when it sounds in oral practice. A
piece of music does not exist in a fixed, written text. Music itself is
not a text; it emergesonly in sounds in performancepractice. That is
why the conductor of the Leaffroman Albumtears a blank sheet of
paper, which he has instead of the score at the music stand, to stop
the performers.The composition collapses; it does not finish.
The fateful role of Russia is to join West and East, in both a
social and culturalsense. In the past, there was no real contact
between the culture of the West and Russia. While the West experienced democracy,Russiaremainedunder the Tartaryoke. We had no
real bourgeoisie;the best of our intelligentsia was lost during the Stalin repressions.Finally, the communistsdestroyedmany cultural institutions and traditions. Russianever had freedom. And life in Russia
was never so scheduled, so well organized,as in the West, so the
perception of Western traditionsand culturalpatterns could not be
direct; there was alwayssome Russian amendment, some modification.
Russian art and music became known to Europein the nineteenth century. At first it seemed, from a Europeanpoint of view, a
little wild, not quite professional,exaggerated.In such artistsas
Gogol, Dostoevsky, Mussorgsky,Tolstoy, the range and intensity of
their images, problems, passionswere much greaterthan in any European art. But, paradoxically,the stimuli and patternsof their very
original and powerfulart were actually taken from Western Europe,
mostly France and Germany. In the twentieth century, however,
many Western artistswere influencedby Russianculture. Russian
"amendments,"Russian attitudes taken up by Western art added a
great deal to the development of world culture, but the social backgroundfor such productive interchangewas very different. In spite of
the social and political backwardnessof Russia, the heterogeneity of
its society, and its lack of freedom and education, the resultswere
remarkable.
Another interchangeof ideas happened after Khrushchev'sthaw.
At first, Soviet art was able to absorbnew Western achievements
during a brief period in the late 1960s. Then the Iron Curtain fell
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again. The spiritualtendencies in Russian art and music moved underground;Western technical achievements were not developed, but
rather reevaluated.
I can understandwhy Western countries and their governments
are afraidof the increasingmigrationof Russiansto the West. It is
not merely a demographicor economic problem;it is also an important and dangerouspsychological and culturalquestion. Russiansas
the result of their different (from the Western point of view) lifestyle,
tend to destroy Western order, to rearrangethis order in their own
style, and then to use it for their own goals. This is not just a Russian
"chaotic"or "Slavic" irrationalism,but rather the development of a
new type of culture, a meta-culture. Meta-culturetakes different traditions, different idioms, and puts them into a new context, or at a
different level. These idioms, traditions, ready-madeproducts, of particular cultures are amalgamatedin a meta- ("after"-)culture, where
they begin to function as primaryelements of a new parasiticculture,
and they are productive at the same time. For example, the heroes of
worksby JamesJoyce, Charles Ives, Luciano Berio are styles and historical traditions, mixed and melted together.
Russian art of the twentieth century is very meta-cultural.So too
is American art, or the art of any young country. These countries
borrowand transformart forms of old civilizations, "quote"them, so
to speak. "Everybodyquotes," wrote Ralph Waldo Emerson, "quotation is the bearerof the truth." Emersondid not mean direct quotation, but the concentrated result of certain culturaldevelopments. We
draw materialfrom the genetic well of culture. That is why we do not
need intermediarysteps; they have alreadybeen taken by previous
generations and cultures. Instead, we use this concentrated product of
culture, and then we may transformit, reevaluate it, or perhaps
merely follow it. In any case, our creative activity rises to a different
level; we operate with many different traditionsand materialsfrom a
bird's-eyepoint of view. Therefore it is not just music, but something
different:meta-music, or post-music. Developing, returningto the
same importantelements, repetitions, introspection, lack of development-all these featuresare typical of the new Russianmusic of the
1980s.
Think of the titles of the worksby Valentin Silvestrov, written
in the 1980s: Postludium,Postscriptum,and even Post-Symphony(the
Fifth). What happens in his Post-Symphony?
Nothing from the point
of view of traditionalsymphonic developments. There is the articulation of a few very simple, symbolicallytreated elements; the use of
allusions instead of active, "thematic"materials;the lengthening of
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static time; the emphasisof the importanceof each particularmoment
rather than the development of structuralunity. The work seems to be
a large separatecoda, not a complete symphony. This is a very typical
approachtowardform in modem Russianmusic of recent years, not
merely in the music of Valentin Silvestrov.
Moscow composerVladimirTarnopolskyconstructshis musical
forms like preludes:something starts, repeats, but then does not
develop. There is searching, previewing, an attempt to begin something, and then a refusal, a failure. One of his latest pieces is named
Prelude(Choralvorspiel
"Jesu,dienetiefenWunden");it collapses after
quite dynamic events occur in the composition. His other workshave
a similarcharacter. For example, the Piano Trio Troistymusiky
(Musiquetriste)is nothing but the "tuning"of instruments;the piano
is preparedin the manner of the Ukrainian bandora. The entire piece
is just a preparationto play; only at the very end does the music
finally "start."The playerssing primitive choral tunes to wordsfrom
"ChristmasSong about Misery,"a philosophical text by the eighteenth-centuryUkrainian philosopherGrigori Skovoroda. Of course,
it sounds very nonprofessional,but that is what the composerwishes
to convey: music dies if it is fixed in patterns.
Tarnopolskywent even furtherin his Second Trio for clarinet,
titled Echoesof the Last Day, which was performedat last year'sHuddersfieldFestival. It begins with a search for sound (not necessarily
tuning), and sounds like chaos. After attempts to find its way, to start
an action, we hear the German words "rechts-links,"pronouncedby
the instrumentalists.Then, this symbol of rational mechanicism
changes as it is replacedby the typical Russian "eternal"question,
"Chto delatj?"("What to do," "What next?"). This half-tragic,halfcomic point marksthe climax of the work, and it eventually dies away
in noises and whispers. This idea signifiesthe crucial problemof
Soviet music of recent years:the rejection of the traditionalconcept
of development as a mechanical one; the nonacceptance of Western
syntax in musical forms;in short, the acceptance of Western idioms
and patternsonly as materialfor reevaluation, for use in a meta-musical manner, with the emphasison the morphologyand accidence of
every separatesound element. However, the latest work by Tarnopolsky, Cassandra,representsan opposite direction-the "post-August"
tendencies of an abstractsound context.
Usually there is a close connection between the social climate
and musical forms at any period of history. For instance, sonata form
emergedduring the age of rationalismand enlightenment. The Russian philosopherGeorgy Gachev considerssonata form to be a child of
the era of the great geographicaldiscoveries, when the ideas of space,
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contrasts, and development became dominant. You travel-this is the
exposition; you are away from native Europe-the development section; you return-the recapitulation.
The fugue was more suitable for small cities, expressingthe idea
of fixed rules and a guaranteedcourse of events. Of course, there were
the possibilities of irrational, mystical occurrences, but in general, the
fixed rules in the arts-as the stable events in life-were a warranty
and condition for access to the opposite.
But in the sonata and in the fugue, the idea of developmentthe idea of time-was connected with the idea of a circle, or a spiral.
If you do not come back from your journey, your journey is a disaster.
If you write a work without a recapitulation, that is a disastertoo.
The gap between the rational and irrationalspheres, depending
on the requirementsof a particularperiod of history, sometimes
became quite wide. Sonatas by Liszt or Scriabine demonstratea very
free treatment of the idea of development and return. But still, the
basic idea of logical perfection in a work of art was closed, not open;
pattern was very powerful. Then, one can find the most tragic contradiction between an irrationallandscape in music and an extremely
rational serial technique in Schoenberg'slast works, such as his String
Trio, op. 45. This contradiction demonstratesan alreadychanged
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perception of the world'sorder and disorder.The twentieth-century
conception of the world is far from being just rationalistic;to many
theorists the world consists of quite well-known, investigatedcomponents, but connections between these components are indiscernibleirrational-especially on micro levels.
Let me brieflycomment on Russian "amendments"to this conof
cept musical forms as a reflection of global order and disorder.Of
course, irrationaland personal elements of disorderwere alwayspart of
classical music forms. What do Mozart'scodas mean? They are an
attempt to cross all the previous development, to use a pedal point, to
let us enjoy, by irrationalrepetition, something that has alreadybeen
accomplished. From the structuralpoint of view, such a coda means
nothing, but often, these codas are the most importantand expressive
sections of Mozart'smusic. Later in the nineteenth century even the
finales of symphoniesare merely contemplative codas; their traditional
functions of "explanationof everything"and successfulconclusion are
transformedinto something different. Alfred Schnittke explained to
me his idea of the modificationof the classical, rationalisticfinale into
an irrational,personalcoda: "The finale," said Schnittke, "which
must explain everything, doesn't exist any more since Tchaikovsky's
Sixth and Mahler'sSymphonies. I realizedthat such finales were born
when atheism appeared.There is no longer a 100 percent good
finale."
In the symphoniesand quartetsof Dmitry Shostakovich, the
entire finale appearsto be a big, nonstructuralcoda. Sometimes the
whole work is only coda (like the Fifteenth String Quartet). The
Russian attitude tends towardthis development. The large form
becomes more and more irrational,less and less structural.And that is
because nowhere, except in Russia, have art and music been so firmly
bound to the political and social situation. Nowhere, except in Russia, has art been such a substitutefor real life. Nowhere, except in
Russia, has the real life of a great country with enormous intellectual
potential also been so empty and hopeless. Nowhere else has art taken
the place of real life on such a large scale.
In the 1970s, at the time of Brezhnev, under terriblepolitical
pressure,Soviet composersbegan to write large musical compositions;
they started to organizea large musical space. It was an attempt to
create an ideal sound model for the emptiness and darknessof real
life. Very often, searchingfor the ideal image, composersdescended to
the utmost depth of linguistic simplicity, then invested it with greater
strength, and turned it back into a sign, or symbol, imbuedwith the
light of currenthistory. Russianmusic, since Shostakovich, has
rejected the importanceof logical development and replaced it with
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an irrationalshimmering(exactly what Mozartdid in his classical
codas) of the most importantsymbolic elements. To a Russian music
is not a text, not a construction; it is a special kind of reality. Music
emerges in organic juxtapositionsof importantelements, rather than
in a mechanical, strictly logical development of the main theme or
idea. Simple elements play a very importantrole in the symphoniesof
Schnittke, Gubaidulina, Terterian, Kancheli, Silvestrov, Tishenko,
Kordorf. Those elements-in different contexts- practicallyorganize
musical form, becoming points of orientation in the flow of different
and contrasting events. The spaces (and the time) in Soviet music of
the 1970s and 1980s are living, real spaces, not just abstractions.
I have discussedthe morphological,rather than syntactic, character of Russian musical mentality. We borrowWestern syntax and
destroy it, moving deeper to the roots, paying more attention to the
expressionof the particularmoment than to its structure.And here is
another Russian "amendment":the interpretationof a work of art is
ephemeral. Music exists while it sounds, then continues to exist in
memoryand thoughts, not in archives or on paper or in analytical
dissertation. This attitude, producedby Russian life itself, is very close
to the performers'attitudes. That is why I call it the "performance
ephemera"of Russian music. The performertries to catch the most
important"points"of music and highlight them to show the unity of
the work. A musicologist tends to compare a new work with older
works, with patterns known to him. The psychology of Russian composers is now much closer to the performers'points of view.
The "performanceephemera"of Russian music is closely connected to the Russian idea of beauty. According to Russian mentality,
beauty itself is ephemeral. This is probablyan Oriental feature, like
the Japaneseart of flower arrangement,which is also ephemeral. All
ephemeralthings, and only ephemeralthings, are beautifulfor Russians: music, performanceart, and ultimately life itself.
The present period of Russianhistory is very unclear. We do not
know what will happen to Russian music. But the big "coda," I hope,
is certainly over now, and we are standing at the door of new beginnings. Now we can export our music and art; Russian music and Russian composersare known everywhere. Sometimes it seems to be not
far away from our own century'svery common streamof fin de siecle,
the end of both the century and of the millennium. "Everythingmust
be sold" is the typical attitude for such transitionalperiods. And, as
has happened before in history during similar "ends"and "transitions,"
we just think about the modificationsof what we have alreadyaccomplished. We just do not notice something new; perhapsit has already
been born.
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But I do not think this "new"is just an attempt to establish a
pure, abstract,Western-like art, which seems at the moment to be
acceptable for post-AugustRussia. I believe Russiawill never be a
typical Western country. Moreover, musicians, composers, artistswho
leave Russia now will produce a huge Russian irrationalinvasion in
the West. Bordersof Russianculture, as never before, will be
extremely wide.
Russianculture is very strong. But for Western civilized cultures
it might be dangerous.It combines art and life and presents a completely different attitude to creative work. For Western art, unfamiliar
with Russian "amendments,"Russian influence might be very painful.
Russian art alwayscontains elements of "illness"which can be very
productive, but could also destroy a very well organizedtradition of
Western art.
Of course, there are positive examples of the influence of Russian
mentality on Western artists. I see this influence in the worksof
George Crumb, Olivier Messiaen, GyorgyKurtag.But a new wave
of Russian immigrationmight produce a huge invasion of Russian
irrationalismin all the arts. Be sure, it is not so easy to deal with.
Be careful.
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